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1. Introduction
Thegoalofthisresearchistoimproveourunderstandingoftherelationshipbetweenprosodicformandpragmaticmeaning
bystudyingthetemporalalignmentofturn-initial single-wordresponses suchasmmhm, um,okay, uh,oryeahinEnglishtask-
oriented dialogues. We propose that this alignment is linked to the achievement of pragmatic goals by interlocutors. More
speciﬁcally, we examine the role of timing in establishing common ground, and test the hypothesis that the degree to which
temporal and metricalcharacteristics ofinterlocutors’speechbecomesimilar – and the directionalityofthisphenomenon – is
oneaspectofturn-takingbehaviorthatsignalsasymmetricaldominancerelationshipsbetweentheinterlocutors.Ourapproach
combines qualitative conversational analyses of temporal/rhythmic patterns based on representative examples with corpus-
based quantitative and statistical analyses testing the validity and robustness of the observed patterns.
1.1. Turn-taking and accommodation
Turn-taking is a cognitive, dynamically evolving, pragmatic system that is fundamental for human interaction
(e.g. Schegloff, 2007). The turn-taking system is also fundamentally cross-modal: it is pervasive in both speech and sign
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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the relationship between the variability in the temporal alignment
of turn initiations and the pragmatics of interpersonal communication. The data come
from spontaneous, task-oriented dialogues in Standard American English. In addition to
analyzing the temporal aspects of turn-taking behavior in general, we focus on the timing
of turn-initial single word grounding responses such as mmhm, okay,o ryeah, and
conversational ﬁllers such as um or uh. Based on qualitative and quantitative analyses of
temporal and rhythmic alignment patterns, we propose that these patterns are linked to
the achievement of pragmatic goals by interlocutors. More speciﬁcally, we examine the
role of timing in establishing common ground, and test the hypothesis that the degree of
accommodation to temporal and metrical characteristics of an interlocutor’s speech is one
aspect of turn-taking behavior that signals asymmetrical dominance relationships
between interlocutors. Our results show that dominance relationships linked to ﬂoor-
control, as well as mutual common ground, are pragmatically constructed in part through
the accommodation patterns in timing of turn-initial single word utterances.
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language and is strongly linked to paralinguistic domains such as gaze and gestures (e.g. Coates and Sutton-Spence, 2001;
Goodwin, 1996). Broadly speaking, a turn-taking ﬂoor-management organization underlies the decisions of ‘who speaks
when’andmustincludeatleastthreecomponents:(1)waysofsignalingandperceivingcuesfortransition-relevanceplaces
(TRPs) and turn allocation among interlocutors (e.g. Sacks et al., 1974), (2) ways of achieving suitable durations of latencies
between turns, avoiding over-long overlaps or silent pauses, and (3) ways of resolving disruptions in the system (e.g.
Schegloff, 2000).
Prosody plays an important role in the system of turn-taking because it participates in all three components. Extensive
research has been done on prosodic (as well as syntactic and pragmatic) cues for TRPs (e.g. Ford and Thompson, 1996;
Selting, 1996; Ward and Tsukahara, 2000; Gravano and Hirschberg, 2011). In terms of temporal aspects of turn-initiations,
theavoidanceofboth extendedoverlapsand longsilences is assumedtoplay animportantrole inturn-organization(e.g.the
principle of ‘‘no gaps/no overlaps’’ in Sacks et al., 1974), with notions of what constitutes extended overlaps and long pauses
being culturally determined (e.g. Sidnell, 2001). For example, Jefferson (1986) argued for an unmarked switch between
speakers that involves ‘‘neither haste nor delay’’ (Jefferson, 1986:162); in her widely used transcription scheme, deviations
from this unmarked case, including overlap, perfect latch, and extended silence, are labeled and assumed to be
communicatively meaningful.
1
In addition to the avoidance of gaps and overlaps, several studies have contended that the temporal alignment of turn
initiationsis meaningfully construedthrough their incorporation into the rhythmicpatterns of the preceding turns (Couper-
Kuhlen, 1993; Auer et al., 1999; Szczepek Reed, 2010). These studies argued that conversational partners perceive speech as
somewhat isochronous; that is, they perceive ‘‘constancy of intervals between rhythmic events’’ (Auer et al., 1999:24).
Interlocutors then synchronize in their turn-productions to ﬁt into this rhythmic isochrony. Auer et al. further proposed that
the fundamental unit of such isochrony in English is the ‘beat’, which roughly corresponds to the temporal interval between
prominent syllables associated with a pitch accent. Erickson (2004) argued that the temporal alignment of prominent
syllablesaswellasvariousgesturesamongfamilymembersatadinnertabletalkconvergesonaperceptuallysalientrhythm
with a high degree of isochrony, and that the convergence of rhythmical structures signals social alignment among the
participants.
Such incorporation of prior rhythmic patterns assumes that the metrical and rhythmical aspects of prosody related to
turn-taking are subject to accommodation among conversational partners. We understand accommodation as a dynamic
process through which the behavior of one person becomes inﬂuenced by, and eventually more similar to, the behavior of
his/her conversational partner, based on their shared representations at a particular level.
2 Pickering and Garrod (2004)
3
reviewed the body of evidence for accommodation at the prosodic and pragmatic levels, in addition to the lexical and
syntactic levels, and proposed a mechanistic view of conversation, in which the linguistic representations at many levels
becomealignedamongthe interlocutorsthroughapriming mechanism,which greatlyfacilitates theinteractions.Moreover,
accommodation has been found in the metrical features of utterances (e.g. Auer et al., 1999), in intensity characteristics
(Ward andLitman, 2007), in phonetic andprosodic characteristicsof individualwords(Pardo, 2006), andin accent andother
socio-phoneticvariables (e.g. Gregory and Webster, 1996; Aubanel and Nguyen,2010). Additionally, Brazil et al. (1980) used
the term ‘pitch concord’ for turn onsets at the same pitch level as a previous speaker’s turn completion; Couper-Kuhlen
(1996) described participants’ matching of pitch register and its interactional implications; and Szczepek Reed (2006)
described prosodic accommodation between turns as ‘prosodic orientation’. Finally, at the paralinguistic level,
conversational partners entrain their body swaying motions (Shockley et al., 2003), and breathing (McFarland, 2001).
Scott et al. (2009) proposed that neural pathways responsible for smooth turn-taking monitor the rhythm and rate of
incoming speech, thus facilitating the interactional synchrony and communicative convergence in conversations.
In addition to facilitating interactions, accommodation among the interlocutors through spoken interactions is believed
to be prominent in strategic negotiations of social distance among conversational partners (Giles et al., 1991). Particularly
relevant to our study is the use of linguistic means, such as varying speech rate or pitch range, for creating, maintaining, or
decreasing this distance.
4
The fundamental question that we address in the present study is how variability in, and accommodation to, the timing
patterns of turn initiations affects the evolution of common ground understanding and the power relationship between
interlocutors during task-oriented spoken dialogues. The remainder of this section discusses the relationship between turn-
taking behavior on the one side and common ground and dominance on the other, motivates the selection of grounding
responses and conversational ﬁllers as the focus for our investigation, describes our research questions in more detail, and
presents our approach to answering them.
1 An overlap occurs when a new speaker starts her turn before the current speaker ﬁnishes hers and a perfect latch occurs when a new speaker’s turn is
aligned precisely to the end of the current speaker’s turn.
2 This broad concept, or some particular aspects of it, is also commonly referred to as ‘entrainment’, ‘alignment’, ‘convergence’, ‘priming’, or ‘adaptation’.
We will use the term accommodation throughout the paper except when reviewing other approaches. Alignment in this paper will be used only to describe a
temporal relationship – for example, the start of a backchannel is aligned 0.3 s after the end of the preceding utterance.
3 This is a target article that is followed by multiple squibs in open peer commentary and ﬁnally a response to the comments by the authors.
4 Inareviewofaccommodationincommunicativeinteraction,Gilesetal.(1991,Tables1and2,pp.7and11)discussedadditionalfeaturesthathavebeen
showed to accommodate in conversations such as information density, self-disclosure, head nodding, and other phenomena; and several characteristics of
accommodation such as its direction (upward vs. downward), modality (unimodal vs. multimodal), and symmetry (symmetrical vs. asymmetrical).
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1.2. Turn-taking and common ground
Following Clark (1996),w ec o n s t r u ecommon ground as mutual knowledge that is shared among interlocutors and that is
known to be shared by them. Grounding is thus a basic principle of discourse organization through which information is
collaboratively acknowledged as mutually shared by conversational participants. The collaborative nature of grounding
suggeststhatthisprocessisfacilitatedbytheaccommodationbetweeninterlocutors.Despitethewealthofresearchanalyzing
the relationship between the process of establishing common ground and intonation (e.g. Brown, 1983; Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg,1990;Steedman,2000;Dahanetal.,2002),itstemporalaspectshavenotbeenwidelystudied.Mushinetal.(2003)
lookedattherelationshipbetweenprosodyandthecomplexityofcommongroundunits(CGUs).AsimpleCGUconsistsofone
adjacency pair, and a complex one contains more than one pair. In addition to a systematic relationship with intonation, they
foundthatcomplex CGUs wererealized withmore overlapsbetween the two turns ofthe CGU’s ﬁrstadjacency pair,and more
latches between the end of the ﬁrst adjacency pair and the following utterance, than simple CGUs. Hence, an initial overlap
correlated with the need for further elaboration before common ground was established.
Shimojima et al. (2002) asked how prosody affects the integration rate of information in Japanese echoic responses that
repeat some of the material used in the preceding turn. They found that longer delays between turns signaled signiﬁcantly
lower integration rates, and thus less effective establishment of common ground, than shorter delays.
Finally, Fox Tree (2002) investigated how a turn-initial silent and/or ﬁlled pause affects the perception of a speaker’s
second turn in question-answer adjacency pairs. She found that speakers were perceived as having more production
difﬁculty, and being less honest and less comfortable with topics, when they started their answer with um or a silent pause –
the effect was even more pronounced when they used both. Hence, turn-initial silent pauses and conversational ﬁllers
appear to signal less certainty toward the proposition expressed in the preceding utterance.
In sum, turn-initiations that either overlap the preceding turn or start long after the turn is ﬁnished do not seem to be
conducive to smooth common ground establishment.
1.3. Turn-taking and dominance
While mutual accommodation facilitates successful grounding, asymmetries in accommodation to an interlocutor’s
speech may be utilized for constructing power relationship. We consider dominance as one instantiation of power that is
mutually negotiated through the use of linguistic signals, and construe dominance as a communicative strategy (e.g. Poggi
and D’Errico, 2010). Following dyadic power theory (Dunbar and Burgoon, 2005), we assume that the dominance of an
individual depends on the submissiveness of other participants as negotiated during a conversation. One way this
submissiveness may be realized is through the accommodation of a less dominant speaker to the linguistic behavior of a
moredominantspeaker. Thereareseveral cues todominancethatcan bestudied throughlinguisticmeans. Forexample, one
might examine the loudness of voice or the slope of pitch at the end of utterances. Our focus in this paper, however, is on
turn-taking behavior: we study dominance in relation to ﬂoor-control.
Inthisrespect,dominantindividualsinsociallyorinstitutionallyimbalancedenvironments,suchasworkplaces,schools,
job interviews, or court proceedings (e.g. Andersen and Bowman, 1999; Gnisci and Bakeman, 2007), have been found to
speak in longer turns, hence holding the conversational ﬂoor for a relatively longer time than their interlocutors; they also
tended to interrupt their interlocutors more often. Research on conversational dominance in gender studies has also
identiﬁed interactional features that are indicative of the type of conversational dominance typically associated with male
speech, such as more overlaps, greater frequency of interruptions, and initiations of topic changes (e.g. Itakura and Tsui,
2004). One must bear in mind, however, that short overlaps have also been shown to signal a highly collaborative structure
in spoken interactions. Tannen (1998) discusses so called cooperative overlaps that function to support, afﬁrm, or
acknowledge what the other speaker is saying.
In sum, interlocutors in the position of power tend to signal their dominance by starting their turns before the preceding
turn has been completed, but similarly overlapped turns signaling agreement, afﬁrmation, or acknowledgment are
considered cooperative and thus not commonly linked to dominance. Less dominant interlocutors might accommodate by
simplyettingthemselvesbeinterruptedornotinterruptingtheinterlocutor,whichresultsinlongerandmorefrequentturns
of more dominant interlocutors.
1.4. Single word grounding responses and conversational ﬁllers
In addition to our general focus on the temporal aspects of turn-taking behavior, we are particularly interested here in
the timing of turn-initial single word grounding responses (SWGRs) and conversational ﬁllers (CFs). SWGRs include
positive polarity items such as mmhm, okay, yeah,o ruhhuh that participate in creating common ground, and can serve the
pragmatic functions of backchannel, agreement, or acknowledgments. CFs such as um and uh are linguistic expressions
connected to the cognitive load and/or planning difﬁculties associated with a choice (see Stewart and Corley, 2008 for a
recent review). Speakers tend to use CFs to signal pragmatic, discourse, or syntactic boundaries (Swerts, 1998; Ferreira et al.,
2004) and other functions (Clark and Fox Tree, 2002).
ThereareseveralreasonsforourfocusonSWGRsandCFs.First,theydisplayrichambiguityexpressedthroughthemapping
betweentheirprosodicrealizationandpragmaticmeaning,asisthecaseformanydiscoursemarkers.Inotherwords,howthese
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lexical items are produced is closely linked to what they convey pragmatically. Several studies have already established the
effect of intonational contours on the pragmatic meanings of cue words (e.g. Hirschberg and Litman, 1993; Hirschberg and
Nakatani,1996; Schiffrin, 1987).Weaim toimproveour understanding ofthemappingbetweenprosodicform and pragmatic
meaning of these words by studying their timing in turn-initial position and its effect on the pragmatic structure of the
discourse.
Second, they play several roles in spoken interactions that are related to grounding. SWGRs facilitate the addition of
preceding information into the stack of concepts describing the common ground shared between interlocutors. Turn-initial
CFs, on the other hand, may signal uncertainty (Fox Tree, 2002) and thus a need for further elaboration. These CFs also
facilitate both production and perception of linguistic material because they allow speakers to plan their intended message
and listeners to prepare to perceive important content. Listeners have been shown to be highly sensitive to the occurrence
and timing of CFs in speech (e.g. Brennan and Williams, 1995). CFs facilitate the process of comprehension by helping
listeners better predict information in upcoming speech, and by enhancing retention of words preceded by CFs in memory
(Stewart and Corley, 2008). CFs are also necessary in managing spontaneous-like conversations (Bortfeld et al., 2001;
Taboada, 2006), and thus, in general, should be ‘‘understood as devices with important turn-organizational uses’’ (Sacks
et al., 1974:720). Hence, both CFs and SWGRs play a prominent role in the pragmatics of ﬂoor and information management,
and thus they are crucial for better understanding of interpersonal conversations.
Third, in addition to the temporal aspects of grounding with SWGRs and CFs mentioned above, these both play a role in
establishingandmaintainingpowerrelationships.Duetotheirpositivepolarity(SWGRs)anduncertainty(CFs),theyarelikely
to be more frequent in the speech of less dominant interlocutors. Moreover, while turn-initiations produced before the
precedingturnendstendtobeassociatedwithdominance,similarlytimedturn-initialSWGRsmaysignalsubmissivenessand
cooperation.
Lastly, these items are by deﬁnition well delimited prosodically; they typically form a single intonational phrase and are
precededandfollowedbysilence(fromthespeaker).SpeakerswerefoundtoaccommodatebothSWGRsandCFsintonationally
tothesurroundingmaterial(Heldneretal.,2010;ShribergandLickley,1993).Theyalsooccupytheturn-initialposition,which
representsacriticallocationintheprocessofturn-constructionandactionformation(Schegloff,1996).Moreover,becausethey
are relatively frequent, focusing on them provides us with good coverage and variability, and enables statistical testing.
1.5. Hypotheses and approaches
In this paper we study how speakers initiate turns in general and focus on turns starting with SWGRs and CFs. One of the
pragmatic functions of such turns is clearly linked to the establishment of common ground, since SWGRs signal a successful
addition while CFs signal uncertainty, hesitation, and thus the lack of success in adding a new proposition or concept into the
mutualcommonground. Weparticularlyconcentrate onthe timing ofthese turn-initiations and hypothesize thatthistiming
systematicallyparticipatesincommongroundestablishmentandthatitalsoplaysaroleinthedevelopmentandmaintenance
of asymmetrical dominance relationship between interlocutors. A related hypothesis that we test is that ﬂoor-control
dominanceisinverselyrelatedtothedegreeofaccommodationofaspeakertothetemporalandmetricalcharacteristicsoftheir
interlocutor’s speech, and that it can emerge in dialogues in which two speakers begin with an equal power status.
Our material comes from dyadic task-oriented conversations. We ask the following questions:
  What pattern of timing of turn-initiations (if any) best characterizes the process of common ground establishment?
  Who controls the conversational ﬂoor more?
  Who accommodates their timing of turn-initiations more?
  What is the relationship between the degree of this type of accommodation and more traditional measures of dominance
such as frequency of interruptions?
We approach these questions in several ways. For example, we measure raw latency (difference between current turn
beginningandpreviousturnend),especiallyforturnsstartingwithSWGRsandCFs,andlookforpatternsinthedistribution
of these latencies. We study the development of these latencies over time in particular symptomatic examples. However,
describing speech patterns in terms of absolute characteristics such as latency durations in seconds may provide
conceptual insights, but it also runs the danger of failing to generalize to other conversations. This is because all prosodic,
and in fact all linguistically meaningful, aspects of speech are fundamentally relative. For these reasons, we complement
the information from raw latencies with features describing the relationship between latency and previous speech. For
example, as discussed above, several studies have argued that people perceive the speech of their conversational partners
as rhythmically isochronous to some degree and are able to entrain to this perceived pattern by producing turns with
rhythm similartothat oftheir interlocutor. Onepredictionofthismodelisthat,if aspeakeralignsherturn-initiationwith
the rhythm of the interlocutor’s preceding utterance, turn-latency should positively correlate with speech rate. In other
words, a speaker should start her turn sooner when the interlocutor’s utterance is more rapid. In this way we can test our
hypothesis thatthe differencesbetweenthetwospeakersin thedegreeofsuchaccommodationaresystematicallyrelated
toﬂoor-controldominance:thelessdominantspeakershouldaccommodatemoretothemoredominantspeakerthanvice
versa.
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Another model of rhythmical accommodation among interlocutors (Wilson and Wilson, 2005) proposes that the
generation of the sequential structure of turn-taking in a dialogue can be captured by two dynamically deﬁned oscillators,
eachrepresentingthepotentialforinitiatingspeechatanygivenmomentforoneinterlocutor.Simplifyingthisnotionforour
purposes, we can consider that the peaks of such a function represent pitch accents; rate is the number of pitch accents in a
turndivided bythe turnduration;and latencyis thetime elapsed from thelast pitchaccent beforethe exchange andtheﬁrst
pitch accent after the exchange. The model is sketched in Fig. 1.
5
Theentrainmentofaspeakertotherhythmofherinterlocutorataturn-exchangecanthusbeexpressedin(1)astheratio
of the rate of pitch accents in the last utterance before the turn-exchange and the latency of the ﬁrst pitch accent after the
turn-exchange.
(1) Entrainment index (EI) = Latency/Rate
Wilson and Wilson’s model, illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 1, assumes that the oscillators for two interlocutors are
counter-phased: the peaks of one oscillator correspond to the valleys in the other. Then, perfect entrainment would
correspond to EI values of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, etc. If the interlocutors are in-phase, which is indirectly assumed in Couper-Kuhlen
(1993) and Bull (1996) and illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 1, perfect entrainment would corresponds to EI values of
1.0, 2.0, 3.0, etc. In both cases, nevertheless, rhythmical entrainment among the interlocutors should result in a non-
monotonic cluster-like distribution of EI values, with clusters separated by around 1 unit from each other. We will test the
assumption that differences between speakers in their EI distributions patterns are related to their degree of
accommodation, and consequently to the power relationship holding between them.
We also investigate the distribution of turn-taking types such as response elicitation, overlap, or interruption for the
interlocutors and compare with observed patterns in dominance and accommodation. In sum, our approach attempts to
integrate two ways of analyzing discourse. The ﬁrst, typically conducted in the Conversational Analysis framework, presents
insightful qualitative observations from individual transcribed examples and attempts to relate them to the general
framework of sequence organization of turn-taking (e.g. Schegloff, 2000; Jefferson, 1986; Auer et al., 1999). The second
approach, beneﬁting from advances in computational and corpus linguistics, studies the factors affecting timing patterns
using large corpora of transcribed speech and (primarily) automatically extractable features from the acoustic signal, in an
effort to improve the effectiveness and naturalness of interactive dialogue systems (e.g. Bull and Aylett, 1998; Yuan et al.,
2007; Gravano and Hirschberg, 2009). These two approaches have to date produced somewhat contradictory results, for
[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]
Time
 Speaker1
 Speaker2
 latency
 Speaker1
 Speaker2
 latency
Fig. 1. Rhythmical entrainment as two oscillators deﬁned by pitch accents (*).
5 WilsonandWilson’smodelassumesthatasingleoscillationcyclecorrespondstothedurationofonesyllableratherthantheintervalbetweentwopitch
accents assumed in this paper. Data reported in Ben ˇus ˇ (2009) show a slightly better ﬁt to the predictions of the Wilson and Wilson’s model if the oscillation
cycle is deﬁned by pitch accents than by syllables.
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example with respect to rhythmical accommodation at turn boundaries. While several conversational analyses suggest that
there is high-level rhythmical isochrony and wide-spread presence of accommodation among speakers at turn exchanges
(e.g. Erickson, 2004; Auer et al., 1999; Szczepek Reed, 2010), larger corpus studies by and large fail to ﬁnd robust quantitative
support for the existence of these patterns (Bull, 1996; Ben ˇus ˇ,2 0 0 9 ). In this study, we test the possibility of combining a
conversational analysis of temporal/rhythmic patterns based on representative examples and validating these observations
with quantitative and statistical corpus-based analysis.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology of data collection and
annotation. Section 3 presents an in-depth qualitative analysis based on multiple examples drawn from our corpus, and
section 4 follows with quantitative analyses that test the validity and robustness of the observations presented in section 4.
Section 5 compares the turn-taking behavior of the two target speakers in their conversations with different interlocutors.
Section 6 summarizes our ﬁndings and discusses broader implications of the study.
2. Methodology
2.1. Corpus
Our data are taken from the Columbia Games Corpus, a corpus of spontaneous task-oriented dialogues in Standard
American English.
6 13 Subjects (7 female and 6 male) played two types of collaborative games (CARDS and OBJECTS); 11
subjects played with two different partners in two different sessions, and 2 played a single session. The dialogues were
recorded in a soundproof booth; subjects could not see each other due to a curtain hung between them. This scenario
provided conversations in which interlocutors could not use visual cues such as facial expressions or body language and had
to rely only on oral cues.
InthisstudywefocusontheOBJECTSgames.Inthese,oneplayer(theDescriber,whosescreenisshownintheleftpanelof
Fig. 2) describes the position of a target object with respect to other ﬁxed objects on her screen, while the other player (the
Placer, whose screen is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2) tries to move her representation of the target object to the same
position on her own screen. Points are awarded based on the proximity of the target object to its correct location. The
subjects switch the roles of Describer and Placer repeatedly. The recordings were orthographically transcribed, and words
were aligned to the source acoustic signal by hand. On average, each OBJECTS game session took 21.5 min, totaling 4 h 29 m
of dialogue for this corpus.
The target conversation discussed in this study involves two female speakers (A and B). This particular dialogue was
selected for analysis because it is the longest dialogue in the corpus; this was the second session for both speakers so they
were familiar with the game; and interlocutors were of the same gender. The speech analyzed in this conversation covers
35.7 min.
7 We also analyze the two (earlier) dialogues in which the target speakers (A and B) played the same games with
different interlocutors. The analyzed speech in these two games is 25 and 15.2 min long, respectively.
[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]
Fig. 2. Illustrations of the subjects’ screens during one of the tasks of the OBJECTS game.
6 See Gravano (2009) for a detailed description of the collection and annotation of this corpus.
7 The total length of the dialogue is 42.6 min but during one of the screens, one laptop went to sleep, so the game had to be re-started. The time and
conversation during this break (5.3 min) are omitted from the analysis. Also omitted are times when speakers commented on their results, typically several
seconds after each task.
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2.2. Data annotation
Temporal aspects of the dialogues relevant for this study include the identiﬁcation of interpausal units (IPUs) and turns.
WedeﬁneanIPUasamaximalsequenceofwordsfromonespeakersurroundedbysilencelongerthan50 ms.Aturnisthena
maximal sequence of IPUs from one speaker, such that between any two adjacent IPUs there is no speech from the
interlocutor. Each IPU thus can be identiﬁed as either beginning, ending, or continuing a turn.
Prosodic and acousticinformation comes fromtwosources. First, the corpuswas intonationally transcribedusingthe Tone
and Break Indices conventions (ToBI, Beckman et al., 2004). This labeling, among other things, provides information about
which words receive pitchaccents,and arethus intonationally prominent, andwhich are not.From each pitch-accented word
we extracted the time of the acoustic energy peak as a rough estimate of the temporal point signaling prosodic prominence.
The series of these temporal points was then used for the calculation of pitch-accent rate as the primary rhythmical feature in
this study. The second source of prosodic information comes from continuous acoustic features for pitch and intensity that
were automatically extracted from the signal using Praat software (Boersma and Weenink, 2005).
All single-word positive polarity items (termed afﬁrmative cue words or ACWs) were identiﬁed and labeled for their
discourse/pragmatic meanings (Gravano, 2009; Benus et al., 2007). Three labelers used both speech and transcripts for
assigning one of 10 functions listed in Table 1. Inter-labeler reliability was measured by Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971) at 0.69.
8
In this study we use majority labels, where at least 2 labelers assigned a token to the same class. The target conversation of
thisstudycontains531suchitems,ofwhich480haveamajoritylabel.SWGRsthuscorrespondtotheAgrandBCcategories.
9
Turn-takingbehaviorwascharacterizedusingaslightlymodiﬁedannotationschemebasedonBeattie(1982),illustratedin
Fig. 3 (Gravano and Hirschberg, 2009). Two labelers, who were different from the three labelers of positive polarity items,
annotated each switch between the speakers in the following way. First, the presence of simultaneous speech between the
speakers’ turns was determined automatically. Since the back-channel annotation (BC labels) was available from the labeling
describedabove,thedecisionastowhetheraturnisabackchannelornot(attherootofthedecisiontree)wasadoptedwithout
changefromthatannotation.Then,forallnon-backchannelturns,iftheexchangedidnothavesimultaneousspeech,theturns
were labeled as Smooth Switches (S) if the preceding utterance was complete and as Pause Interruptions (PI) if the preceding
turnwasnotcomplete.WeusedBeattie’sinformaldeﬁnitionofutterancecompleteness:‘‘Completenesswasjudgedintuitively,
taking into account the intonation, syntax, and meaning of the utterance’’ (Beattie, 1982:100). If simultaneous speech was
present, the turns were labeled as Butting-ins (BI) if the speaker did not succeed in grabbing the ﬂoor, and as Overlaps (O) or
Interruptions (I) if the speaker did take the ﬂoor. Here, the switch was labeled Overlap if the previous speaker’s utterance was
complete and Interruption if it was syntactically, semantically or intonationally incomplete.
Three additional turn-related features were annotated: X1, X2, and X3. The most relevant for this study is X2, which
represents a continuation of previous speech by the same speaker after a backchannel (BC_NO, or BC_O) from the other
speaker.
10 The annotators labeled separately and reached Cohen’s k score (Cohen, 1960) of 0.91 corresponding to ‘almost
perfect’ agreement. After correcting potential labeling errors, the k score improved to 0.99 and the remaining unresolved
disagreementswereassignedthelabel‘‘?’’.Finally,wealso haveannotationsforquestions andIPUselicitinga responsefrom
the interlocutor, made jointly by two expert annotators.
3. Qualitative analysis of the target conversation
3.1. Complete task 1
The dialogue below took place when the subjects were solving the ﬁrst task of the game illustrated in the two screens of
Fig. 2. In the transcription below, numbers in brackets show the duration of silences within turns, bold numbers show the
Table 1
Discourse/pragmatic functions of afﬁrmative cue words.
Agr Agreement/acknowledgment Chck Check; ‘‘Is that okay?’’
BC Backchannel PEnd Pivot ending; Ack + CEnd
CBeg Cue beginning discourse segment Mod Literal modiﬁer
CEnd Cue ending discourse segment Stl Stall/ﬁller
BTsk Back from a task ? Cannot decide
PBeg Pivot beginning; Ack + CBeg
8 Accordingto Fleiss,values between0.6and0.8correspondtosubstantialagreement.SomeauthorsconsiderFleiss’ descriptionsarbitrary,dependingon
the number of categories, and thus controversial; Bakeman and Gottman, for example, are inclined to regard values of k less than .7 "with some concern"
(1997:66).
9 The guidelines for labelers identiﬁed Agr category as indicating ‘‘I believe what you said’’, and/or ‘‘I agree with what you say’’, and BC as a response to
another speaker’s utterance that indicates only ‘‘I’m still here/I hear you and please continue’’. We do not analyze Pivot beginning (PBeg) and Pivot ending
(PEnd)inthispapersincea)therearenotmanyofthemandtheirinclusionwouldskewthedistribution,andb)wefoundthatcue-beginningsdifferrobustly
and signiﬁcantly in their prosody from Agr and BC items (Gravano et al., 2007).
10 X1 label was used for turns that begin a new task, that is, the ﬁrst turn after the change on the laptop screens. X3 marked a simultaneous start. If two
turns began almost simultaneously (formally, within 210 ms of each other, see Fry, 1975) then both speakers were most probably reacting to the preceding
turn. Both X1 and X3 labels are not considered in the quantitative section of this study.
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duration of silences across turns, and all transitions without brackets occurred without perceivable pauses. Utterance-ﬁnal
rising, falling, and level melody curves are shown with arrows ", #, and !, respectively; square brackets indicate overlaps;
question marks in the transcription indicate undecipherable words.
11 Labels in small caps refer to DAMSL dialogue act tags
(Dialogue Act Markup in Several Layers, Core and Allen, 1997). This scheme, originally motivated by Speech Act theory,
deﬁnes a set of primitive communicative acts that are used primarily for manipulating common ground, and are thus
suitable for a crude description of the interactional context typically present in collaborative task dialogues such as those in
our corpus.
(2) Complete Task 1 of the target session (duration: 92 s)
1. A: okay um (0.68) the blinking image is the iron" (ASSERT, 0.18)
2. B: okay ! (ACKNOWLEDGE, 1.19)
3. A: and (0.7) it’s ali- (ABANDONED, 0.18) okay (0.13) it’s (0.31) above the mermaid" (1.54) and (0.34)
vertically it’s aligned to the f- (0.25) to the foot of the M&M guy" (0.42) like to the bottom (0.22)
of the iron" (ASSERT, 0.13)
4. B: okay (ASSERT, 0.26) lines up" (INFO-REQUEST, 0.36)
5. A: yeah it’s it’s almost it’s just barely (0.27) like over# (ANSWER, 0.45)
6. B: o[kay]( ACCEPT)
7. A: [but] it’s basically that same (1.1) line um (ANSWER-CONT. 0.52) so the black part at the bottom
of the iron" (ASSERT, 0.08)
8. B: mmhm" (ACKNOWLEDGE, 0.13)
9. A: it’s not necessarily like on the same line as the white foot it’s just a little bit over# (ANSWER-CONT. 2.75)
10. B: um (0.11) but i- it’s like (0.12) between (0.19) the m- (INFO-REQUEST)
11. A: [okay]( ACKNOWLEDGE)
12. B: [M&M] and the mermaid right like ! (INFO-REQUEST-CONT. 0.16)
13. A: uh well okay (ACCEPT, 0.24) ?- (0.16) the tail" (ANSWER 0.17)
14. B: mmhm" (ACKNOWLEDGE, 0.08)
15. A: of the iron" (ANSWER-CONT., 0.28)
16 B: mmhm" (ACKNOWLEDGE, 0.52)
17. A: is (2.37) past the (0.23) it’s (0.42) a little bit past the mermaid’s body" (ANSWER-CONT 0.81)
18. B: [okay]( ACKNOWLEDGE)
[(Fig._3)TD$FIG]
Fig. 3. Scheme for labeling turn-exchanges.
Adapted from Beattie (1982).
11 Thisisapartialtranscript;onlytheannotationsmostrelevantforthediscussionareshownintheinterestofreadability.Thearrowsreﬂecttheboundary
tones of the Tones and Break Indices framework for labeling prosodic events (Beckman et al., 2004) in the following way: # corresponds to L–L% tone, !
corresponds to H–L% (or H- if the utterance was cut off), and " to all others tones.
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19. A: [like when you l]ook at (ABANDONED) okay when you look at the lower left corner of the iron" (ASSERT, 0.41)
20 B: oka[y]( ACKNOWLEDGE)
21. A: [w]here the turquoise stuff is" [and] you know the bottom (0.16) point (0.29) out
22. B: [mmhm]( ACKNOWLEDGE)
23. A: to the farthest left for that region" (ASSERT, 0.01)
24. B: mmhm" (ACKNOWLEDGE 0.49)
25. A: that point is aligned to the (ABANDONED, 0.9) it’s just about aligned to the um (0.24) the blue ﬁn"
(ASSERT, 0.61)
26. B: [l- l-] [l]ike the tip of the ﬁ[n]"(INFO-REQUEST)
27. A: [like to the] lef [t]"(ASSERT-CONT.)
28. A: [y]eah it’s just just about but the ﬁn is a little more left# (ANSWER 0.34)
29. B: oka[y]#(ACCEPT)
30. A: [y]eah# (ACCEPT, 2.02) so it’s sort of like the same situation as (0.14) how the bottom black part
is (0.44) almost aligned to the white feet of the M&M guy" (ASSERT, 0.04)
31. B: oka[y]#(ACCEPT)
32. A: [ye]ah#(ACCEPT)
The ﬁrst two lines in this example show a prototypical example of an adjacency pair in which the ﬁrst utterance provides
some information (or asks a question) and the second is a SWGR. The short latency between the turns (0.18 s) signals a
temporally smooth adjacency pair, in which B readily processes the new information from the preceding turn. Line 3,
however, shows that this smoothness between the speakers is short lived. Speaker A provides the ﬁrst part of the adjacency
pair and, after producing mermaid with rising intonation, she seems to expect the same pattern as that established in lines
1–2. But B does not respond, and A waits for a long 1.54 s. The next chance for B to provide some feedback to A’s descriptions
is also in line 3 after A produces the phrase ending in M&M guy; this time A waits for only 0.42 s before continuing. The
approximately 1.00 s difference between the ﬁrst and the second silent pauses in this turn is an example of A’s local
adjustment in the temporal sequencing of turn productions. Finally, speaker B produces her smoothly aligned response after
iron, and the 0.13 s pause is virtually identical to the ﬁrst pause (0.18 s) between lines 1 and 2.
B’sresponseinline4isfollowedbyaquestion.Afteranswering,AreceivesnoresponsewithinthetemporalwindowofB’s
two preceding responses (0.18 s and 0.13 s); thus, A provides additional information, which results in a complete overlap
with B’s acceptancein line 6. Perhaps realizing thather previous response in line 6 was ‘too late’, B avoids anotheroverlap by
aligning her backchannel in line 8 with only a 0.08 s latency. Fig. 4 gives a visual representation of this adjustment.
The difference in the timing of B’s responses in lines 6 and 8 represents another temporal adjustment in turn-initiation.
Based on our discussion so far, it seems that both speakers attend to a mutually constructed relationship between the turn
latenciesofgroundingresponsesandtheir ‘degreeofunderstanding’:longerlatenciessignalsub-optimalunderstandingand
shorter latencies signal more optimal understanding. Moreover, within only several turns, a salient instantiation of the
boundary between ‘smoothly-aligned’ and ‘loosely-aligned’ turns seems to emerge at around 0.3 s.
The rest of the excerpt provides several additional examples of this emergent relationship between temporal patterns of
turn initiations and the establishment of common ground. An almost 3 s pause at the end of line 9 shows that A not only
yields the ﬂoor but is unwilling to self-select this time. After perceiving signiﬁcant difﬁculties from B signaled by this long
pauseandsubsequentmultipledisﬂuenciesinline10,Atakestheinitiativeagain.
12Thistime,Aadjustsherstrategyanduses
rising intonation to elicit feedback after short utterances containing single concepts (tail, iron), and B provides two smoothly
aligned backchannels in lines 14 and 16. Assuming this pattern, A expects another temporarily well-aligned grounding
response after mermaid’s body in line 17. When B’s response in line 18 comes very late (after 0.81 s), A infers problems with
B’s comprehension, and explains the position of the object in another way. B’s acknowledgment in line 20 comes after 0.41 s,
which is an adjustment after the previous 0.81 s, and seems to be near the emerging boundary between smooth
understanding on the one hand and problematic common ground creation on the other. It is unclear if A’s addition where the
turquoise stuff is is a response to B’s presumed problems, or was planned independently. Speaker B then adjusts even more,
and the following two responses in lines 22 and 24 come with no perceivable pauses. The next information from A elicits a
response after blue ﬁn in line 25 and a familiar pattern recurs: B’s response is initiated with sub-optimal timing (0.61 s),
whichpromptsAtoprovideadditionalinformation.Thepre-ﬁnalokayfromBinline29comeswiththelatencyof0.34 s,and,
despite this tight temporal alignment, A’s yeah comes with a slight overlap. Speaker B adjusts again and produces her ﬁnal
okay with a 0.04 s latency. However, A’s ﬁnal yeah still overlaps B’s okay.
When we look at the distribution of DAMSL tags in this dialogue, we see that the variability of communicative and
interactive actions is low. There are 9 acknowledgments, 6 assertions, 5 accepts, and 3 tokens each of abandoned utterances,
informationrequests,andanswers.Alltasksinthecorpusaresimilarinthattheyinvolveplacingatargetobjectinrelationto
12 Note the use of discourse marker okay for this purpose in lines 11 and 13. This usage is very different from its use as the second member of adjacency
pairs; see Gravano et al. (2007) for a discussion of okay functions in this corpus.
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other objects on the screen. Therefore, all dialogues in our corpus are similar to this one. In the DAMSL tagging scheme, the
vast majority of communicative actions are Asserts, Info-requests, Accepts, Acknowledgements, and Answers. Typically,
each task dialogue is naturally divided into two phases. First, the Describer produces a relatively long, monologue-like
description,primarilyachievedbyAsserts andoptionallyacknowledgedbythePlacer. Afterwards, bothspeakers engage in a
more interactive phase during which they reﬁne the original description, until the Placer is satisﬁed. In this phase, Info-
requests, Answers, and Accepts are the most common tags.
13
To summarize the discussion of the excerpt in (2), we argued (a) that the timing of SWGRs such as mmhm, okay,o ryeah
signals pragmatic accommodation between interlocutors, (b) that this accommodation evolves dynamically, and (c) that it
appears to exhibit two broad patterns: grounding turns with short latency (roughly less than 0.3 s) signal optimal
understanding, and turns with latency longer than 0.5 s signal sub-optimal understanding. We also argued that speaker B is
adjusting the timing of her responses more than speaker A. We conceive these temporal adjustments as one of the means by
which speakers accommodate to one another. Therefore, the observed differences between the speakers in the deployment
of this strategy suggest an asymmetrical power relationship. Moreover, this relationship can be observed in a discourse
where two interlocutors of the same gender begin the conversation in the same power position. In sum, the analysis of
Excerpt (2) suggested that the timing of turn-initiations is achieved interactionally and negotiated between interlocutors. In
the following subsections we provide further support for this suggestion, focusing on the pragmatic domains of common
ground and dominance.
3.2. Timing of conversational ﬁllers and common ground
The main observation from the analysis of Excerpt (2) in section 3.1 was that the establishment of common ground
between the interlocutors can be seen through the timing of turn-initial SWGRs with respect to the end of preceding turns,
and that this type of accommodation evolves dynamically and seems to reach a stable critical value at around 0.3 s. In this
section we expand this approach and test whether the timing of turn-initial CFs has a systematic relationship to common
ground establishment that is similar to the one proposed for the grounding moves in section 3.1. Recall from section 1 that
these CFs signal more production difﬁculty and less certainty with preceding utterances, and thus may imply problems in
grounding.
Consider ﬁrst the exchange in (3) below.
(3) Excerpt from task 4 of the target session (duration: 40 s)
1. B: mm let’s see (0.24) so like how far up and down should I put it# (0.08)
[(Fig._4)TD$FIG]
yeah it’s it’s almost it’s just barely like over
but it’s basically 
that same
line um
so the black part at the bottom
of the iron
it’s not necessarily
okay
mm
hm
Time (s)
0 12.82
Fig. 4. Adjustment in the timing of two consecutive turn-initial grounding responses. The top panel shows the sound waves, the middle panel shows the
fundamental frequency between 80 and 350 Hz, and the bottom two panels show the transcript.
13 Due to the similarity of all tasks, the variability in the type and distribution of DAMSL tags across tasks is low. Excerpt (2) is thus a prototypical
illustration of the types of interactional communicative moves in the entire corpus, and we will not include DAMSL tags in the discussion of subsequent
examples to improve the readability of the transcripts.
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2. A: um (0.94) well from the b- (0.09) okay the bottom of the onion" [in re]lation to (0.66)
B: [mmhm]
A: the bottom of the lime I think it’s probably like maybe a (1.42) like mm (0.34) a little less than
a centimeter# (0.63)
3. B: ok[ay]
4. A: [yeah] (0.88) it’s like basically if you look at the lime and the onion" (0.2)
5. B: mmhm" (0.15)
6. A: it would be (0.44) like centered to ! (0.93)
7. B: the onio[n]"
8. A: [y]eah (0.27) yeah like the lime would be centered to the o[nion]#
9. B: [okay] (1.48) so the ﬁfth like
squiggle" (0.22)
10. A: mm[hm]
11 B: [from] the right is totally covered# (0.06)
12. A: yeah# (0.05)
13. B: ok[ay]
14. A: [totally] covered but then you’ll still have that green space between the fourth line and the ﬁfth
line# (0.14)
15. B: okay
The excerpt starts with a question from speaker B who plays Placer in this task. The response from speaker A in line 2
starts with a turn-initial CF that aligns closely with the end of B’s turn (0.08 s). The presence of um in this position is very
common in our corpus; in fact, one third of all CFs in the OBJECTS games occur in turn-initial position, and 14% of all turns
begin with a CF. These observations provide support for the pre-start function of CFs (Sacks et al., 1974), as markers of
discourseandprosodicboundaries(Swerts,1998),andashesitationmarkersassociatedwithcognitiveloadandthepresence
of choice (Stewart and Corley, 2008). What is less common, however, and is symptomatic for both speakers, is the tight
temporalalignment of the CFwith the endof the preceding turn. Since the CF in line 2 follows a question, there is no need for
Atohurrytotaketheﬂoor,sincespeakerBhas explicitlyyieldedtheﬂoorandselectedspeakerAtocontinue.Thereisalsono
need in this context to employ an explicit attention getting device, another common function of turn-initial CFs. This is
because speaker B is presumably fully attending to A, expecting an answer to her question. A turn-initial CF latched to the
end of the preceding turn may also sometimes signal the lack of agreement with the proposition expressed in this preceding
turn, but this is not the case in our example. Finally, if the CF signaled planning difﬁculty, it would probably be preceded by a
relatively long silent pause representing cognitive processing, and not temporarily aligned almost perfectly with the end of
the preceding turn. In consequence, we propose that, in addition to the above mentioned functions, CFs may participate in
ﬂoor-managementbysignalingtotheinterlocutorthatherutterancewasunderstood,thatnomoreadditionalinformationis
needed, and that the speaker may need some time for planning her response. Hence, despite the hesitation nature of these
CFs, their short latency signals understanding and contributes to the common ground establishment.
Inthissense,someusesofturn-initialCFshaveﬂoor-managementandgroundingfunctionsimilartothatofafﬁrmativecue
wordssuchasokayormm-hm,andtheirtimingplaysaroleinthepragmaticsofthespokeninteraction.Thefollowingexcerpts
in (4) from Task 8 support these points and describe several uses of CFs; this time speaker A plays Placer and B is Describer.
(4) Excerpts from task 8 of the target session
1. B: okay the yellow lion is blinking" (0.07)
2. A: mmhm" (0.08)
3. B: and the yellow lion is directly on top of the owl" (0.4)
4. A: okay" (1.12)
5. B: [um]
6. A: [so] his feet are [or]
7. B: [the] whole thing they’re like kind of like it’s like sitting like right on the owl" [like the]
A: [okay]
B: owl’s (0.08) hidden in my picture" (0.27)
8. A: so you can’t see his face" (0.28)
9. B: um you can see his ey[es]"
10. A: [o]kay
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--------------------
11. B: the b- (0.5) lion’s directly on top of him" (0.06)
12. A: okay" (0.88)
13. B: um (0.45) so it looks like the owl’s kinda like peeking out from behind the lion" (0.21)
14. A: okay " (0.62)
15. B: [and]
16. A: [so the bot]tom part like where like a cows udders would be is that like over (0.74) over the
eyes" (1.03)
17. B: [mm]
18. A: [like over the] head a little bit and then just the eyes are showing" (0.44)
19. B: you mean like if the lion had udders"
--------------------
20. B: but you can see the eyes of the owl" (0.31)
21. A: how about like the nose and stuff# (0.08)
22. B: [um]
23. A: [or whatever that] is ! (0.09)
24. B: no you can’t see his beak!
--------------------
25. A: okay (0.36) how about the little (0.33) black part (0.58) um (0.48) where the beak starts (0.66)
do you see [that]!
26. B: [um] (0.17) it’s like blinking in and out let me see (0.89) um yeah there’s like black
above the beak righ[t]"
27. A: [o]kay [just a little bit of that]
28. B: [yeah you can see that]
29. A: okay and um (0.58) anything el[se]"
30. B: [um] let me think (1.41) mm (1.04) see ! (2.00)
31. A: is the tail sticking out from th- b- where the branch is like it’s not aligned" (1.18)
32. B: [um yeah it’s]not [aligned with the] branch
33. A: [the tail of the lion] [okay]
34. A: and either is the foot like it’s ?- [sticking] out a little bit more" (0.25)
35. B: [the feet]
36. B: um (2.11) oh the branch on the left side"
TenturnsbeginwithaCFinthesefourshortsectionsofasingletask.AllofthemcomefromspeakerB:thereare8ums,1mm,
and one prolonged and functioning as a hesitation ﬁller. These turn-initial CFs fall into two broad categories. Either they are
preceded by a short or negative latency (i.e. overlap), or they follow a relatively long silence. We argue that the ﬁrst type,
exempliﬁedinlines9,22,26,30and36,functionsasaﬂoor-keepingdeviceusedtosignaltotheinterlocutortowait.Allofthem
followquestionsfromspeakerA.TheseconduseofCFsisexempliﬁedinlines5,13,15,17and32wheretheyfunctionastypical
hesitationmarkers and occur after signiﬁcant silences.Note how the use ofCFsin their default meaning as hesitation markers
results in frequent overlaps from speaker A (in lines 6, 16, 18, and 33). We suggest that the observed bi-modal distribution of
latencies for turn-initial CFs represents another aspect of speaker B accommodating to the temporal pattern of turn-taking
imposed by speaker A. In other words, speaker B uses CFs to acknowledge and secure the ﬂoor, and, crucially, uses their tight
temporalalignmenttosignalthispragmaticmeaning.ThisstrategyofspeakerBisemployedasalocaladjustmentintemporal
turn-sequencing, following her apparent realization that her default use of ﬁllers as hesitation markers following signiﬁcant
silences results in frequent overlaps. This analysis provides additional support for our proposal that turn latencies are
interactionallynegotiatedbetweentheinterlocutorsand,inrelationtooneofourresearchquestions,showsthattimingofturn-
initial CFs is systematic and plays an important role in the process of common ground establishment.
Consider again the latency values in these turn-initial CFs. All CFs from the ﬁrst group are tightly aligned and have
latencies shorter than 0.3 s (including two cases of negative latencies represented as overlaps). All of the loosely aligned CFs
inthesecondgrouphave latencieslongerthan0.6 s. Therefore,theinterlocutorsdisplayacontrastinthepragmaticmeaning
of turn-initial CFs. This pragmatic contrast is realized as a bi-modal distribution of prosodic temporal turn-initial latencies
with a boundary differentiating the two modes somewhere between 0.3 and 0.6 s. In this sense, interactions in Excerpt (4)
support the observations from the initial task, analyzed in section 3.1 above, about the dynamically evolving non-linear
relationship between the pragmatic meaning and prosodic realization.
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A general form of a non-linear relationship between prosody and pragmatics is illustrated in Fig. 5.At w o -
dimensional prosody-pragmatics space is carved into three regions. Regions I and III represent stable regions where
changes in the prosodic parameter have little effect on the pragmatic parameter. In the unstable region II, however, even
small changes in prosody have a great effect on pragmatics. Similar non-linear relationships are abundant in speech (e.g.
categorical perception, Liberman et al., 1957, or the alignment of F0 peaks with respect to stressed syllables for cuing
contrasts between narrow and broad focus, between questions and statements, or between different dialects, Smiljanic
and Hualde, 2000; D’Imperio and House, 1997; Atterer and Ladd, 2004). In our case, the prosodic parameter may
represent turn latency and the pragmatic one common ground. Regions I and III thus represent two stable degrees of
common ground understanding, with shorter latencies signaling more understanding and longer latencies signaling less
understanding. The prosodic interval in region II represents a critical boundary for these two macroscopically stable
pragmatic meanings.
We conclude that the pragmatic accommodation between the interlocutors is enabled partly through the dynamically
evolved non-linear relationship between the temporal alignment of both SWGUs and CFs and the establishment of mutually
shared knowledge.
3.3. Timing of SWGR/CFs and dominance
In addition to common ground establishment, the second major hypothesis presented in section 1.5 was that the timing
of SWGRs participates in constructing an asymmetrical power relationship between the interlocutors. In this section, we
examine this hypothesis qualitatively.
We noticed that when speaker B plays the objectively less dominant Placer role, she typically assumes the passive role
of simply acknowledging the information coming from her interlocutor. Speaker A in this position, however, frequently
asks questions or uses ﬁnal rising intonation to produce response-eliciting statements from speaker B. Several such
examples can be observed in the excerpts with CFs in (4) above. In these four excerpts, at least six turns from speaker A
effectively establish her control of the ﬂoor (lines 6, 8, 16, 21, 25, 29). Assuming that, if a speaker produces a question or a
response-eliciting utterance, this speaker is holding the ﬂoor and controlling the ﬂow of the conversation, speaker A thus
seems to be a more dominant speaker.
14 We test the validity of this analysis for the entire conversation quantitatively in
section 4.
We next return to the qualitative analysis of the temporal patterns of afﬁrmative cue words in transcript (3). The
difference between B’s latencies in lines 3 and 5 provides another example of the pattern described in section 3.1.A
slightly delayed response from B in line 3 (0.63 s), results in an overlap from speaker A, followed by a more tightly aligned
backchannel in line 5 (0.2 s). This time, however, the overlap in lines 3 and 4 does not seem to be connected to the
relationshipbetweenthetimingofturn-initiationandcommonground,aswehavearguedsofar.SpeakerA’sturninline2
is produced in signiﬁcantly slower tempo, two silent pauses, an overlong CF mm (1.38 s), and a slowed production of
centimeter. Speaker B accommodates by producing her backchannel with a relatively longer latency. However, the
following turn-initial yeah from speaker A seems to reset the tight temporal alignment pattern, to which speaker B again
accommodates with her backchannel in line 5. This example thus supports the utilization of the timing in SWGR/CFs for
the negotiation of the power relationship, and more speciﬁcally, the dominance of speaker A and the accommodation of
speaker B.
Another pattern of temporal alignment in SWGRs discussed in section 1 which we assume to be linked to the power
relationship is the degree of incorporation of the current utterance into the metrical patterns of the interlocutor’s
utterance. We illustrate this incorporation below with examples from adjacency triplets. In this unit of interaction, the
ﬁrst speaker provides some information or poses a question; the second speaker acknowledges, backchannels, or
provides a short answer; and then the ﬁrst speaker acknowledges this response. Lines 2–4 of Excerpt (3) exemplify this
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Fig. 5. Non-linearity between prosody and pragmatics.
14 This approach to dominance corresponds to the notion of sequential dominance (Itakura and Tsui, 2004).
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situation when an adjacency triplet is initiated by speaker A, and lines 11–13 display another adjacency triplet, this time
initiated by speaker B.
Adjacency triplets also present suitable material for comparing relative and absolute time in describing the temporal
alignment of SWGRs. Following the discussion in sections 1 and 2, we relativize time by studying the timing of peaks of
prosodic prominence in relation to such peaks in the preceding utterance. In other words, we establish a ‘beat’ of a turn-ﬁnal
utterance and examine how the ﬁrst peak of prosodic prominence after the turn exchange ﬁts into this beat. Beat roughly
corresponds to the temporal interval between prominent syllables associated with a pitch accent. These P-centers (Couper-
Kuhlen, 1993) are assumed to be linked most tightly to the amplitude (loudness) of the syllables (Cummins and Port, 1998).
In our corpus, we deﬁne P-centers as the amplitude peaks of the stressed syllables in all words that receive a pitch accent
mark in the labeling of the prosodic structure using the ToBI scheme (Beckman et al., 2004). Two adjacency triplets from the
closing section of excerpt (2) are repeated here for convenience in Excerpt (5). Figs. 6 and 7 show the relevant portions of the
exchange in (5). Fig. 6 illustrates the triplet in lines 1–3, and Fig. 7 in lines 3–5.
(5) Concluding section of Task 1
1. A: yeah it’s just just about but the ﬁn is a little more left# (0.34)
2. B: oka[y]#
3. A: [y]eah# (2.02) so it’s sort of like the same situation as (0.14) how the bottom black part is (0.44)
almost aligned to the white feet of the M&M guy" (0.04)
4. B: oka[y]#
5. A: [ye]ah#
In the ﬁrst triplet, the semi-isochronous pattern established by the metrical distribution of the pitch accents on A’s ﬁn,
little, and left is followed by a slightly delayed peak in B’s okay. This okay should have fallen in between A’s peaks on left and
yeahinordertobeperfectlyrhythmicallyaligned.LookingatthesecondtripletweseethatspeakerBmakesadjustmentsand
that her second okay is perfectly rhythmically incorporated into the pattern initiated by A’s pitch accents. Hence, despite the
fact that both triplets end in overlap by yeah from speaker A, the ﬁrst okay from B is rhythmically slightly mis-aligned and B
tries to correct for this with her second okay.
The adjacency triplets show how the timing of SWGRs functions in negotiating the ﬂoor-control dominance through the
patternsofaccommodationofspeakerBanditslackforspeakerA.DespitetheeffortfromBtoaccommodateherSWGRokays
to A’s metrical pattern, speaker A still produces her SWGR yeahs with an overlap. Fig. 8 shows another example of this
pattern, this time without overlaps. The ﬁgure shows two consecutive triplets from Task 7 in which A is the Placer and B the
Describer. We see that the spacing of the pitch accents in the ﬁrst question is greater than in the second question, to which B
[(Fig._6)TD$FIG]
* * * *
but the ﬁn is a little more left yeah
*
okay
Time (s)
93.7 97
Fig. 6. Adjustment in the rhythmical alignment in consecutive adjacency triplets. The top panel shows the sound waves, the middle panel intensity in dB,
and the bottom four panels the transcript with pitch accents labeled as ‘‘*’’.
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adjusts by aligning the P-center of the second response more tightly than the ﬁrst response. The qualitative observations
based on the visual inspection of these cases will be tested quantitatively in the next section.
In this section we have argued that speaker A is a more dominant speaker, and that the variation in the temporal
initiationsofSWGR/CFsis oneofthemeansfor establishingthis dominance.Thisproposalmakes thepredictionthatspeaker
B adjusts her turn-taking behavior more than speaker A. In the next section, we test the validity of this prediction
quantitatively in several ways.
[(Fig._8)TD$FIG]
* * * * * * * *
basically onthe right sideofhis hat okay and but it’s not
touch
ing
the hat okay
* *
yeah no
Time (s)
829.6 835.4
Fig. 8. Adjustment in the rhythmical alignment of two consecutive adjacency triplets. The top panel shows the sound waves, the middle panel intensity in
dB, and the bottom four panels the transcript with pitch accents labeled as ‘‘*’’.
[(Fig._7)TD$FIG]
* * * * *
almost aligned to the white feet of the M & M guy yeah
*
okay
Time (s)
103.6 107
Fig. 7. Adjustment in the rhythmical alignment in consecutive adjacency triplets. The top panel shows the sound waves, the middle panel intensity in dB,
and the bottom four panels the transcript with pitch accents labeled as ‘‘*’’.
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4. Quantitative analysis of the target conversation
The targetconversationcontains633 IPUsinitiatingan exchangeofturnsthatarealmostequallydistributed betweenthe
two speakers (313 for A and 320 for B). We begin with quantitative testing of the ﬁrst observation presented in section 3.3
that speaker A controls the ﬂoor more than speaker B by eliciting a response more frequently. Our corpus contains
annotations for questions and utterances eliciting a response from the interlocutor. A Pearson chi-square test shows that
speakerAelicitsresponsesigniﬁcantlymoreoftenthanspeakerB;x
2(1,633) = 4.58,p = 0.032.Hence,thisresultsupportsthe
analysis that speaker A controls the ﬂoor more than speaker B.
15
We continue with an analysis of turn type distributions to assess overlaps and interruptions as possible indicators of
dominance. In terms of general turn-taking behavior, Table 2 shows the frequencies of major turn types; in this table
backchannelswithandwithoutoverlap(BC_OandBC_NO,respectively),aswellasthecontinuationafterabackchannelwith
and without overlap (X2_O and X2_NO respectively), were merged into BC and X2 respectively, two instances of a turn
labeled as ‘‘?’’ from each speaker were omitted, and no butting-ins (BI) occurred.
A Pearson chi-square test shows that the difference between the speakers in their turn-taking behavior, represented by
thedistributionofthemajorturntypes,issigniﬁcantata90%conﬁdencelevel;x
2(5,N = 631) = 10.02,p = 0.075.Theanalysis
of the percentages and adjusted residuals shown in Table 2 reveals that the speakers differ signiﬁcantly only in the
propensity for overlaps: speaker A overlaps more often than speaker B, p < 0.05. A signiﬁcant difference between the
speakers at a less conservative level of p < 0.1 is observed for smooth switches (S) and continuations after a backchannel
(X2).
16 Additionally, we can construe our labeling scheme as identifying three main turn-taking behaviors: ﬂuent ﬂoor
changes (S, O), disﬂuent ﬂoor changes (I, PI), and turns without intentional ﬂoor change (BC, X2). In ﬂuent ﬂoor changes,
speaker A used more overlaps than smooth switches when compared to speaker B, and this difference is signiﬁcant also in a
separate 2-by-2 chi-square analysis; x
2(1, N = 384) = 4.51, p = 0.034.
Looking at the distribution of other turn types, speakers do not differ signiﬁcantly. Their propensity for standard
interruption (I) is virtually identical.
17 Given the qualitative observation of A hurrying B’s SWGRs, Table 3 shows the
distributionofoverlapsinbackchanneling.SpeakerAoverlapsprecedingbackchannelssigniﬁcantlymoreoftenthanspeaker
B (X2_O).
18 Thisresult thussupports the qualitativeanalysisof A as hurrying B’s grounding responses presented in section 3.
To summarize the quantitative analysis of turn-type distributions, speaker A overlaps more often than speaker B, and,
withinthebackchannelturns,AoverlapsprecedingbackchannelsmoreoftenthanB(X2_O).Thesequantitativeresultsarein
line with our qualitative analysis of speaker A as using overlapped turn-initiations for hurrying speaker B. This analysis by
itself is not conclusive since overlapping is not necessarily an index of dominance or ﬂoor control, as noted in section 1.3.
Moreover, the two speakers show similar behavior in more traditional measures of dominance in turn-taking such as the
frequency of standard interruptions or the total number of turns. However, taken together with the qualitative analyses of
Table 2
Distribution of major turn types in the target conversation; for column labels see section 2.2.
Turn label Total
S O BC X2 PI I
Speaker A Count 121 69 47 52 11 12 312
% 38.8% 22.1% 15.1% 16.7% 3.5% 3.8% 100.0%
Adj. Res.  1.6 2.1  1.1 1.7  1.3 .3
B Count 144 50 58 38 18 11 319
% 45.1% 15.7% 18.2% 11.9% 5.6% 3.4% 100.0%
Adj. Res. 1.6  2.1 1.1  1.7 1.3  .3
Total Count 265 119 105 90 29 23 631
% 42.0% 18.9% 16.6% 14.3% 4.6% 3.6% 100.0%
15 Despite the equal distribution of the game roles (Describer/Placer) in the tasks (7 tasks with speaker A as Describer and 7 with her as a Placer), the
distributionofturnsintheseroleswasslightlyskewed.Inthetestsrunseparatelyforthegameroles,speakerAelicitedresponsesmoreoftenthanspeakerB
when A was in the Placer role;x
2(1, 338) = 6.1, p = 0.01, and no difference between the speakers was observed when A was in the Describer role;x
2(1, 295)
= 0.227, p = 0.63. A comparison among differences of proportions (Blalock, 1979) in the distributions for the two roles showed a signiﬁcant difference;
z = 2.02, p < 0.05. Hence, speaker A controlled the ﬂoor more than speaker B when speaker A played the Placer.
16 Adjusted residuals are assumed to have a normal distribution with mean of zero and standard deviation of one. Thus, adjusted residuals with an
absolute value greater than 2.0 allow us to conclude that the observed frequency count for that cell is signiﬁcantly different from the expected value, had
there been no association between the two variables in question at p < 0.05. Residual values greater than 1.6 allow similar conclusion at p < 0.1.
17 Speaker B produces slightly more pause interruptions (5.6% vs. 3.5%) and backchannels (18.2% vs. 15.1%) than speaker A. The qualitative direction in
these two non-signiﬁcant patterns is consistent with greater empathy of speaker B and her accommodation to speaker A’s speech. This is because PIs are
commonly used to ﬁnish interlocutor’s sentences or provide help when the interlocutor seems to be in trouble, and can thus be considered as collaborative
rather than competitive. Determining if a pause interruption is intended as collaborative or disruptive is a complex and subjective task. Nevertheless, we
checked all 29 instances of PI in this conversation and attempted to classify them informally into these two categories. 12 out of 18 PIs from speaker B were
perceived as collaborative while only 2 out of 11 PIs from speaker A were so perceived. The observed difference between the speakers in the use of pause
interruption turns is thus in line with the hypothesized more dominant behavior of speaker A.
18 Note, however, that the low count in X2_O cell for speaker B means that the reported signiﬁcance in the adjusted residual should be taken with caution.
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the types of overlaps presented in previous sections, the data in Tables 2 and 3 complement the picture of speaker A as being
more dominant than speaker B.
So far, we have quantitatively analyzed the patterns of temporal alignment using discrete labels that characterize turn-
taking behavior. We now test the potential of continuous features related to turn latency for better understanding of the
relationship between the temporal alignment and pragmatic accommodation. Recall that latency, measured in seconds, was
the main means of describing temporal alignment in section 3. In the target session, speaker A produces her turns with
signiﬁcantly shorter latencies than speaker B; F(1, 631) = 4.3, p = 0.039 with mean latencies of 0.35 and 0.23 s, respectively.
Raw latencies describing absolute timing of turn initiations provide only partial understanding of the patterns in the
temporal alignment of SWGR/CFs. To complement this understanding, we investigate the variability of latencies within a
well-deﬁned temporal window in an effort to test whether speaker A hurries her interlocutor more than vice versa. Consider
the pattern of turn exchanges between two speakers (Spkr1 and Spkr2) illustrated in Fig. 9, in which turn1 does not overlap
turn0, turn1 and turn3 begin with a SWGR/CF, and turn2 overlaps turn1. According to our hypothesis, the overlap between
turn1 and turn2 may have an effect on the duration of latency3, depending on the power relationship between the speakers.
If Spkr1 is dominant, then Spkr2 will typically rush her next answer, effectively making latency3 smaller than latency1. If
Spkr2 is dominant, then we should observe no effect on latency3.
ThepatternofSWGR/CFtimingdeﬁnedinthiswayissummarizedinTable4.InthecasewhenSpkr1representsSpeakerA
of our target conversation, Fisher’s Exact Test shows that the distribution departs signiﬁcantly from random; p = 0.02. In the
second case, when Spkr1 corresponds to Speaker B, the observed frequencies do not depart signiﬁcantly from random;
p = 0.295. In other words, when speaker A’s turn2 overlaps B’s turn1, this overlap has a signiﬁcant effect on the timing of B’s
turn3; however, this effect does not seem to occur when the roles are reversed. These results, quantitatively testing the local
adjustments in the timing of SWGR/CFs over the entire conversation, add support to our analysis concerning the effect of A’s
dominance over B on the timing of conversational exchanges.
Another timing measure we hypothesize to be linked to dominance is the accommodation of turn initiations to the
rhythm of the preceding utterance: greater accommodation positively correlates with lower dominance. We start by testing
the correlation between the rate of pitch accents in the last IPU before the turn-exchange (a rough measure of speech
rhythm)andthelatencybetweenthelastpitchaccentinthisIPUandtheﬁrstpitchaccentintheIPUimmediatelyfollowinga
turn-exchange. In all available data from the target session, this correlation is signiﬁcant and positive but very moderate; r
(588) = 0.14,p = 0.001.Testingforthedifferencesbetweenspeakers,weobservethattheoveralleffectisdueonlytospeakerB.
This is because the correlation for speaker B improves compared to the value from the pooled data; r(293) = 0.22, p < 0.001,
whilethesigniﬁcancedisappearsforspeakerA;r(295) = 0.02,p = 0.71.AdditionalimprovementforspeakerBisobtainedwhen
testingonlyfortheSWGRs(labelsAgrandBC,respectivelyinTable1insection2.2).Here,thecorrelationforspeakerBremains
signiﬁcant and approaches moderate values, r(127) = 0.3, p = 0.001, while speaker A’s correlation remains not-signiﬁcant; r
(130) = 0.01, p = 0.9. It is possible that this effect is an artifact of the roles the speakers played. However, the same correlation
testsrunseparatelyforturnsinitiatedbythespeakerinthePlacerandDescriberrolesproducesimilarresultsasthosereported
above. Hence, the quantitative difference between the speakers in the correlation between the time of turn-initiation and the
rateofpitchaccents intheprecedingutteranceshows thatspeaker B accommodates morethanspeakerA,which supports the
qualitative observation about the asymmetry between the speakers in ﬂoor-control dominance.
The second measure that describes the accommodation of turn initiations to the metrical patterns of the interlocutor’s
precedingutterance,asdiscussedinsection1.5,istheentrainmentindex(EI).ThehistogramsinFig.10showthedistribution
of EI values for SWGRs divided by speaker and role.
Although small bin counts prevent conclusive quantitative analysis of these distributions, the plots do show clear
differences between the two speakers. The values for speaker B (2 right panels) tend to cluster around 1.3 in both roles, and
there is an additional peak/discontinuity around 2.3, that is roughly 1 unit away from the ﬁrst cluster, when speaker B plays
thePlacerrole(toprightpanel).Valuesaroundorbelowzero,effectivelycorrespondingtosigniﬁcantoverlaps,areextremely
rareforthisspeaker.Hence,thehistogramsshowsomedegreeofrhythmicalentrainmentinturn-initialSWGRsforspeakerB
due to clustering of EI values.
Table 3
Distribution of overlaps in backchanneling.
Backchannel label Total
BC_NO BC_O X2_NO X2_O
Speaker A Count 36 11 45 7 99
% 36.4% 11.1% 45.5% 7.1% 100.0%
Adj. Res.  .9  1.3 1.0 2.1
B Count 41 17 37 1 96
% 42.7% 17.7% 38.5% 1.0% 100.0%
Adj. Res. .9 1.3  1.0  2.1
Total Count 77 28 82 8 195
% 39.5% 14.4% 42.1% 4.1% 100.0%
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Speaker A, on the other hand, does not show this pattern. Her values in both roles are less clustered and much more evenly
spread than speaker B’s values, and the difference between adjacent discontinuities seems to be around 0.5. Additionally, A’s
histograms from both roles show a clear peak around or below zero, corresponding tofrequent overlaps. We conclude that the
relationshipbetweentherateofpitchaccentsbeforetheturn-exchangeandlatencyafterthetheexchangesupporttheviewthat
the turn-initial SWGRs from speaker A are less entrained to the rhythm of the preceding utterances than those from speaker B.
[(Fig._10)TD$FIG]
Fig.10.Distributionsofentrainmentindex(latency/rate)ofsingle-wordgroundingresponsesseparatelyfortwo speakers(columns)andgameroles(rows).
[(Fig._9)TD$FIG]
Fig. 9. Schematic representation of turn-exchanges.
Table 4
Number of cases when a speaker rushes her SWGR/CF as a function of having her SWGR/CF rushed in the preceding turn (see Fig. 9).
Spkr1 = speaker A, Spkr2 = speaker B Did Sp B rush her turn3 (latency3 < latency1)?
Yes No
Did A in turn2 overlap B in turn1 (latency2 < 0)? Yes 17 5
No 16 21
Spkr1 = speaker B, Spkr2 = speaker A Did Sp A rush her turn3 (latency3 < latency1)?
Yes No
Did B in turn2 overlap A in turn1 (latency2 < 0)? Yes 14 3
No 17 11
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AfterexaminingSWGRs,wenowturntoCFs.Inthequalitativeobservationsweidentiﬁedtwoprominentfunctionsofturn-
initialCFsrelatedtorhythmicalentrainment,andspeakerBasmoreinclinedtousethemforﬂoor-managementpurposes.Here
wetestthesequalitativeobservationswithaquantitativeanalysisbasedonthedatafromtheentiresession.First,Table5shows
thedistributionofIPUsimmediatelyfollowingaturn-exchangeforthetwospeakers.Weseethat12%oftheseIPUsbeginwitha
CFandthattwothirds oftheseareproducedbyspeaker B.Thisdifferencebetweenthespeakersissigniﬁcant;x
2(1,633) = 4.6,
p = 0.032.Additionally,speakerBproducestheseturn-initialCFswithgreatermeanpitchandtendstoproducethemalsowith
greater mean intensity than speaker A; F(1, 66) = 4.59, p = 0.036 and F(1, 66) = 3.14, p = 0.081, respectively.
19 This difference
signals the greater pragmatic importance of turn-initial CFs for speaker B than for speaker A.
Finally, Fig. 11 shows the distribution of raw latencies for the turn-initial CFs for the two speakers. We look at the
latencies between the end of turn-ﬁnal IPUs and the start of the turn-initial CF, and not the latencies between the last pitch
accents and the pitch accent of the CF. We take this approach because the plateau intonation pattern, with which CFs tend to
beproduced,doesnotyieldreliableinformationaboutthepresence,andmoreimportantly,aboutthetemporalalignment,of
pitch accents. Again, we see that the two speakers differ in their timing of turn-initial CFs. Speaker A has a very clear peak
around 0.1, which are turn initiations with almost perfect latches. Recall that the pattern of aligning turn-initial CFs with a
short overlap, or shortly after the preceding turn ends, was identiﬁed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 as a local temporal adjustment
strategyofspeakerB.WearguedthatBusesthisstrategyinanefforttosecuretheﬂoorforherselfasareactiontospeakerA’s
[(Fig._11)TD$FIG]
Fig. 11. Distributions of raw latencies for turn-initial conversational ﬁllers by speaker.
Table 5
Distribution of turn-initial IPUs in the target conversation depending on whether they start with a conversational ﬁller or not.
Turn starts with a CF? Total
No Yes
Speaker A Count 286 27 313
% 91.4% 8.6% 100.0%
Adj. Res. 2.4  2.4
B Count 273 47 320
% 85.3% 14.7% 100.0%
Adj. Res.  2.4 2.4
Total Count 559 74 633
% 88.3% 11.7% 100.0%
19 Both mean pitch and mean intensity were z-score normalized by speaker, which allows for straightforward comparison between the speakers despite
potential physiological differences among the speakers or differences in experimental conditions.
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tactics to take the ﬂoor when B does not start her turn after a short latency. Here we see that this pattern of close temporal
alignment for turn-initial CFs is preferred for speaker A as well, and might serve as an additional source of accommodation
for speaker B. The histogram for speaker B has a wider distribution, and thus, greater variation, with the local adjustments
analyzed qualitatively above as a potential source of this variation. Moreover, in addition to the peak around 0.3 s, the
histogram for speaker B displays additional minor discontinuity around 1 s. Such discontinuity, although statistically only
suggestive, is in line with our qualitative analysis of speaker B’s turn-initial CFs in section 3.2. There we argued for two
pragmatically meaningful degrees of common ground understanding that are signaled by two non-overlapping intervals of
latency values. The histograms, together with the qualitative observations, thus show that the temporal alignment of CFs is
yet another area where speaker B accommodates more to speaker A than vice versa.
To summarize the quantitative observations from the target session, the analysis of the turn-type distribution provides
support for the qualitative characterization of speaker A as less accommodating, rhythmically hurrying her interlocutor, and
moredominant,whilespeakerB ismoreaccommodating.Furthersupportforthis characterizationcomesfrom investigating
therelationshipbetweentherhythmoftheutteranceprecedingaturn-exchangeandtheinitiationofthefollowingturnwith
special focus on afﬁrmative cue words and CFs. Here we see signiﬁcant differences between the speakers in the rhythmical
alignment of turn initiations as well as in the accommodation of this behavior to the interlocutor’s patterns. Note that the
conclusion of A’s dominance is not supported if we look only at more traditional measures of asymmetrical power
relationships, such as the number of turns and frequency of interruptions, which are similar for the two speakers, or the
amount of speaking time, which is greater for speaker B than speaker A.
5. Games with different interlocutors
We conclude our analysis with several observations from the dialogues in which the two speakers of the target
conversation(A and B) play identical games but with differentconversational partners. Our aim is to ﬁnd out if, and how, the
patterns of turn-taking behavior, observed in the target session depend on the conversational partner. We will argue that
the temporal patterns of turn-initiations of the more dominant speaker (A) are minimally affected by her interlocutor,
while the turn-taking behavior of the less dominant speaker (B) varies to some extent as a function of her interlocutor’s
turn-taking behavior. Speaker A played her ﬁrst game with another female speaker D, and speaker B played her other game
with a male speaker C.
Consider ﬁrst speaker C’s turn-taking behavior, illustrated in the transcript of the penultimate task of the session shown
in (6) below.
(6) Excerpt from task 13 of session 2, B plays the Describer (duration: 124 s)
1. B: The M&M" (0.32) is directly on top of the onion" (6.57) um (3.84) the (2.65) right hand of the M&M"
(1.36)iskindof(0.73)a-crosses overtotheonion"so(0.92)andthelefthandiscompletelyontop ofthe
onio[n]"
2. C: [mm] hm" (0.91)
3. B: um ! (1.76)
4. C: What about the eyebrow# (0.79)
5. B: the eyebrows (0.54) um (0.32) ther- the head of the (0.24) M&M actually (0.45) covers (0.28) the o- like
its u- b- (0.66) goes past the boundary of the onion" (0.03)
6. C: mmhm ! (0.48)
7. B: um (0.21) it looks like ! (1.33)
8. C: How much f- uh-# (0.77)
9. B: Oh y- um (0.23) see (0.47) do you see like the left shoe on the M&M" (0.05)
10. C: mm [hm]"
11. B: [how it] looks like there s almost little shadow" (0.05)
12. C: mmhm ! (0.19)
13. B: likelinethatshadowupwiththe(0.86)curveoftheonion#(4.39)and(1.59)an-andtheresashadowon
the right f- sh[oe]"
14. C: [mm]hm! (0.32)
15. B: that doesn’t line up exactly it s a little bit to the left (0.4) like overlapping# (4.29) but the top" (0.42) the
left shoe where the shadow starts" (0.67) like is exactly on top of onion# (0.92) like the the curvature of
the onion lines up# (10.84) and it looks like the (1.25) the thumb I guess ! (0.31) of the (0.32) um right
hand (0.2) well (0.17) the M&M s left hand but to the right" (1.25) um (2.69) it kinda looks like the
shadow of that lines up with (0.5) the curvature ! (0.91) of the onion up there (0.32) but the thumb
does ! (1.16) the hand juts out over the onion# (1.48)
16. C: mm#
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The ﬁrst identiﬁcation of the target object to be placed by speaker B, M&M, ends in rising intonation and a short pause,
which provides speaker C with a TRP suitable for a grounding response. After C chooses not to respond, the next IPU from
speaker B ends with a clear backchannel-eliciting pattern on onion. The silent pause of over 6 s shows speaker B’s
expectationofreceivingfeedback.AnotherfailureofbackchannelelicitationappearsafterrighthandoftheM&M,stillinthe
same turn.
In addition to failures to provide grounding responses, another discrepancy between expected and received turn
initiation occurs after speaker B appears to yield the ﬂoor to speaker C. For example, speaker B yields the ﬂoor with falling
intonation on onion and subsequent long silentpause in line 13, to which speaker C fails to respond. Two other casesoccur in
line 15 after overlapping and lines up. The former results in a silent pause of more than 4 s and the latter in an extreme 10 s
silent pause. Hence, frequent overlong silent pauses, attributable to speaker C’s failure to initiate a turn-exchange, show
comparatively worse temporal alignment of turn-taking than in the target session. In contrast to the target session, in which
speaker A frequently ‘rushes’ speaker B to align her responses in close temporal relation to the ends of A’s turns, speaker C of
this session does not seem to apply such pressure.
Looking at turn-internal silent pauses, a quantitative measure well suited for testing silences resulting from
failed turn initiations, we ﬁnd that speaker B produces signiﬁcantly longer pauses than speaker C; F(1, 387) = 11.37,
p = 0.001. Speaker B also produces turn-internal silent pauses signiﬁcantly longer in this session than in the
target session; F(1, 432) = 10.9, p = 0.001. Moreover, average turn latencies are also signiﬁcantly longer in this session
than in the target session; F(1, 985) = 19.16, p < 0.001, 0.54 s vs. 0.29 s, respectively. Finally, the correlation between
the rate of pitch accents before the turn-exchange and the latency between the last pitch accent before the turn and the
ﬁrst one after the turn does not reach signiﬁcance for speaker B in this session, despite the pattern of rhythmic
alignment she exhibits in the target session. This might be due to the inconsistent behavior of speaker C. Hence, we
conclude that the temporal aspects of speaker B’s turn-taking behavior are affected by her interlocutor’s pattern of turn
initiations.
The use of turn-initialCFs from speakerB in this session corresponds mostly tothe default hesitation patternidentiﬁed in
the target session. For example, two turn-initial CFs in the preceding excerpt (in lines 3 and 7) are produced with latencies of
0.5 sormoreandindicatedifﬁcultyinplanningthenextutterance.ThisanalysisissupportedbytheresponsefromspeakerC,
who in both cases perceives these as problems, attempts to take the ﬂoor, and responds with questions facilitating progress
towards the task completion. However, we also observe the pattern of close alignment of turn-initial CFs with the end of
preceding turn analyzed in the preceding section as a ﬂoor-securing device. Two short excerpts exemplify both alignment
patterns: the default loose alignment signaling planning problems in line 4 and the closely aligned ﬂoor securing CF in lines
2, 6, and 9.
(7) Excerpts from tasks 3 and 4 of session 2, B is the Describer
1. C: how far is the ear"(0.38)
2. B: [um]"
3. C: [from the lion]"(1.28)
4. B: um ! (0.43) the ! (0.34) uh ! (0.78) uh see the black line on the top that kinda curves arou[nd]!
5. C: [y]e[s]#
6. B: [u]m ! (0.5) that is looks like there maybe two p- (0.25) or three pixels between the lion and that"
-------------------------
7. B: okay"(0.66)sothenail"(0.35)is gonnagodirectlyontop ofthelawnmower"(1.91)and ! (1.19)ifyou
look at the nail there’s"(0.25) a line"(0.15) n-kind of see the nail’s pointed and then there’s a line than
kinda cuts across ! (0.52)
8. C: mmh[m mmhm]
9. B: [um]"(0.29) that looks like it gets lined up with the front edge of the lawnmower"
Finally, Table 6 compares the distribution of turn types in the two OBJECT games played by speaker B. A Pearson chi-
squaretestshowsthatthedifferenceissigniﬁcant(x
2(5,495) = 11,81,p = 0.038)andiscausedmainlybyagreaterfrequency
ofbackchannels and alower frequency ofsmooth switchesin the targetsession compared withthe other session. Thisis also
supported by looking at the frequencies of turn-initial grounding responses for speaker B: there are signiﬁcantly more
backchannels and fewer agreements/acknowledgements in the target session than in the other session; x
2(1, 206) = 7. 27,
p = 0.007.
Summing up the turn-taking behavior in the two sessions in which speaker B participated, we see that: (1) The temporal
alignment strategies analyzed in section 3.3 as signaling the dominance relationship between the speakers seem to reﬂect
the turn-taking behavior of the interlocutor. This is because speaker B uses them frequently both with SWGRs and CFs in the
target conversation but only occasionally in her other conversation. (2) Conversely, the strategies relating to the
establishment of common ground such as B’s default use of turn-initial CFs are present irrespective of the conversational
partner.
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Speaker A played her other game with another female, speaker D. The dynamics of this conversation is again quite
different from the target session. However, while speaker C is less cooperative, passive, and often not rhythmically
aligned with speaker B, speaker D is very active and tries to align her turn-initiations very tightly to speaker A’s
turn production. An Anova test shows that average turn latencies are signiﬁcantly shorter in this session than in the
target session; F(1, 915) = 8.79, p = 0.003; 0.15 s vs. 0.29 s, respectively. Consider the SWGRs in the ﬁrst half of
the excerpt in (8).
(8) Excerpt from task 5, session 7 (duration: 91 s)
1. A: ok um (0.42) it is situated between the mermaid" (0.17)
2. D: [uhhuh]
3. A: [the yel]low mermaid" [and the] whale" (0.06)
4. D: [uhhuh] alright" (0.4)
5. A: and! (0.74) it’s closer to the ﬁn of the mermaid than it is to the whale# (0.17)
6. D: alrig[ht]
7. A: [in] terms of distance vertically" (0.09)
10. D: yeah (0.2)
11. A: um and ! (1.0) between the yello- uh betwe- excuse me between the ﬁrst and the second
square it (0.39) sort of (0.28) it s aligned to the ﬁn o- of (0.71) the (0.27) [whale]"
12. D: [mermai-]uh the
wha[le]"
13. A: [li]ke it’s her if you’re like cutting off the margin on the left" (0.49)
14. D: [uhhuh]
15. A: [the tip] of the lemon" (0.19)
16. D: yeah" (0.22)
17. A: is# (0.5) if you put a ruler against all the ﬁns" (0.37)
18. D: [yeah]
19. A: [like it] would be (0.4) like right there that’s where it would be# (0.04)
20. D: that little point [that little nubbin of the (0.33) would be]
21. A: [that little knob yeah yeah]
22. D: on the same level as the ﬁns of the whale# (0.21)
23. A: yeah if you were looking (0.07) to the left margin" (0.06)
24. D: and the tip an- and the (0.74) ok[ay]"
25. A: [ye]ah and it’s closer to the mermaid [there’s]
26. D: [<whisper> closer to] the
mermaid# (0.06)
27. A: but um" (0.35)
28. D: okay (0.25) so like the uh nubbi[n of]
Table 6
Distribution of turn types in the OBJECT games by speaker B in her ﬁrst session (B&C) and in the target session (B&A); BC_O is collapsed with BC_NO and
X2_O with X2_NO, 3 cases of ‘‘?’’ omitted.
Session Turn-type Total
BC I O PI S X2
B&C Count 16 6 31 7 101 15 176
% 9.1% 3.4% 17.6% 4.0% 57.4% 8.5% 100.0%
Adj. Res.  2.7 .0 .6  .8 2.6  1.2
B&A Count 58 11 50 18 144 38 319
% 18.2% 3.4% 15.7% 5.6% 45.1% 11.9% 100.0%
Adj. Res. 2.7 .0  .6 .8  2.6 1.2
Total Count 74 17 81 25 245 53 495
% 14.9% 3.4% 16.4% 5.1% 49.5% 10.7% 100.0%
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29. A: [but it’s not] touching th- l- mer- there’s about like maybe a
centimeter between the ﬁn [and the] lemon# (0.2)
30. D: [oh]# oh so it s pretty clo[se]!
A: [yeah] (0.26) but it’s
[not that close]#
D: [oh a centimeter] (0.23) so like [the nubbin] of the lemon
31. A: [a centimeter]
32. D: would it be sort of aligned with the ! (0.09)
33. A: it’s aligned to the [very] tip of the whale you know what I [mean like the ﬁns] like the
34. D: [line]" [yeah the o-(ne)]
35. A: ends ! (0.08)
36. D: yea[h]#
37. A: [of] it yeah# (0.06)
38. D: and and vertically" (0.37)
it would it [be a]ligned to the line between the 2nd and the 3rd square" (0.54)
39. A: [hm]
it s not al- the 2
nd and 3
rd square" (0.1)
40. D: at th- of th[e]!
41. A: [th]e 1
st and the [2
nd squ]are you me[an]"
42. D: [in be-] [the] 2
nd and the 3
rd" (0.32)
43. A: the 2
nd and the 3
rd no" (2.41)
44. D: w- I thi[nk I-]
45. A: [where] is your stuff located#
SpeakerD produces 8 SWGRsbetweenlines 1 and17. The ﬁrst ﬁve SWGRsin lines1–8 all occurwith alatency under 0.2 s
afterspeaker A elicits them; yet four ofthem result in overlap from the subsequentA’s turn. Especially the overlap in line 7 is
unexpected, since A starts a new discourse sub-segment but fails to signal this rhythmically. The only non-overlapped
SWGRs in the ﬁrst part of the excerpt are those where A seems to hesitate or has not fully planned her utterances. This
happens in lines 5 (and + long pause), 9 (um and + pause), or 15 (prolonged is + pause). Although this excerpt is taken from
the ﬁrst task in which speaker D is the Placer, we observe an already tight temporal alignment of her SWGRs, and
consequently, little evidence for temporal adjustments described for speaker B in the target session. Nevertheless, despite
the fact that A elicits feedback prosodically, and despite the extremely tight temporal alignment with which speaker D
producesherSWGRs,subsequentoverlapscausedbyspeakerAarefrequent.Weanalyzethispatternasthefailureofspeaker
A to temporarily adjust her turn initiations, and thus the failure to accommodate to speaker D’s production of SWGRs.
Additionally, speaker A frequently interrupts her interlocutor and holds the ﬂoor despite the efforts from speaker D to claim
it. This occurs in the second half of the excerpt (e.g. lines 27, 33, and 41). Hence, the turn-taking behavior of speaker A in her
two sessions seems to consistently display the absence of accommodation to her interlocutor.
Table 7 shows the comparison of the OBJECT games in the two sessions played by speaker A based on the turn-type
distribution. Despite the greater frequency of backchannels in the target session, the difference between A’s turn-taking
behaviorinthesetwosessionsisnotsigniﬁcantoverall;x
2(5,447) = 6,65,p = 0.248.
20Thisisalsosupportedbylookingatthe
frequencies of turn-initial grounding responses for speaker A: there is no signiﬁcant difference in their distributions in the
two sessions played by speaker A; x
2(1, 175) = 1. 263, p = 0.2.
Hence, the comparison of turn-type distribution for the speakers in the target session with their turn-taking behavior
in their other session shows that speaker A accommodates minimally to her interlocutors and behaves rather
consistently in her turn-taking strategies, while speaker B tends to adjust her turn-taking behavior when interacting
with a different interlocutor.
21 This ﬁnding is in line with our analysis of speaker A as less accommodating in her turn-
taking behavior than speaker B. But this time the support comes from a more coarse-grained global level of observation
when we move from analyzing the behavior within a single session to comparing the speakers’ behaviors across two
separate sessions.
20 In this chi-square test, contrary to the similar test in section 4, we include both BC and X2 categories because we compare the distribution of a single
speaker in separate sessions and thus BC and X2 are not related. It is also interesting that in the CARD games, which have signiﬁcantly less data and are
communicatively less engaging, speaker A shows signiﬁcant difference between her two sessions in the distribution of these variants. However, the
comparison of the objects and cards games is beyond the scope of this paper.
21 It is important to keep in mind, however, that there are other differences between the two sessions that we did not control for that could inﬂuence the
result, such as familiarity with the game.
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To summarize the investigationsofthe twonon-target sessions, we have argued thatspeaker B is amore accommodating
speaker than A, as seen by speaker B’s adjustment of turn-type distribution in her two sessions, while no signiﬁcant
differences are observed for speaker A. We also saw signiﬁcant differences in mean turn latencies and other general
measures of temporal alignment in the vicinity of turn exchanges in the three sessions in the directions expected from the
qualitative observations. The ﬁndings in this section thus support the analyses in sections 3 and 4 that were concerned with
analyzing the behavior of speakers within a single session, by comparing the speakers’ behaviors across two separate
sessions.
6. Discussion and conclusions
There is a rich and fruitful tradition of research into the systematicities of the relationship between prosody and the
semantic/pragmatic/discourse meanings of utterances; see for example Hirschberg (2003) for a review. Prosody in this line
ofresearchismostlyunderstoodasdistributionsandtypesofintonationalprominencestogetherwithphrasingofutterances
into hierarchically organized prosodic units. In the last decades there have also been signiﬁcant advances in our
understanding of the turn-taking mechanism and especially of its prosodic correlates within the framework of
Conversational Analysis. In this paper we proposed that ﬁne aspects of the temporal and rhythmical organization of turn-
initiations are also linked to the pragmatic aspects such as the power relationship, common ground understanding, and
accommodation to interlocutor’s speech.
Based on the analysis of task-oriented dialogues we argued that the timing of turn-initial SWGRs and CFs is a prosodic
marker of an asymmetrical ﬂoor-control dominance relationship that emerges even in an originally balanced discourse.
More speciﬁcally, the dominance of one speaker was linked to the way she often timed a turn initiation so that her
interlocutor had insufﬁcient time to begin or ﬁnish her turn. In contrast to this speaker, the other speaker’s accommodation
was linked to multiple strategies for adjusting the temporal alignment of her SWGR/CFs – as a reaction to this pressure from
the ﬁrst speaker. The prosody-pragmatics alignment was also demonstrated in the relationship between the time of turn
initiation and mutual common ground understanding: shorter latencies signal a greater degree of common ground
understanding. Finally, we tested which of the patterns are stable and robust across speakers, and which may be prone to
entrainment based on conversational partner. We observed that speaker A’s dominance-producing close alignment of her
turn initiations was used irrespective of her interlocutor. Speaker B’s use of closely aligned turn-initial CFs, that were
analyzed as a ﬂoor-securing device reacting to the pressure from speaker A, were also present in both interactions of this
speaker. All the conversations also displayed the correlation between short turn-latencies and mutual common ground
understanding. Local adjustments in the timing of turn-initial SWGRs for speaker B were dependent on the interlocutor.
We supported these analyses by qualitative examination of multiple excerpts from our corpus. We identiﬁed core
patterns by a description of symptomatic examples couched in the framework of Conversational Analysis. We validated
these by the quantitative analysis of turn-taking behavior over the corpus as a whole. In this way, our study provides a
comprehensivepictureoftheprosody-pragmaticsalignmentthatisbasedontheconvergenceofbothqualitativeandseveral
quantitative measures of relative and absolute timing of turn-initiations.
There is one apparent paradox in our results. While more traditional measures of ﬂoor control such as frequency of
interruptionsand distribution ofturns between the speakers did not show a signiﬁcant difference between the speakers, our
temporal and metrical measures did. However, previous studies used these traditional measures for the analysis of ﬂoor-
control dominance in conversations in which speakers clearly establish (or clearly assume) asymmetrical dominance
relationships, such as those related to gender or work place. It could be expected that the type of dominance in our target
conversation of persons with equal status and gender, would not be very overtly and robustly displayed in these traditional
measures of ﬂoor-control dominance, which we found to be the case. However, one of the novel points of this paper is that a
moresubtleformofasymmetryinﬂoor-controldominancecanbeobservedintheconversationofequal-statusinterlocutors
when we look at temporal and metrical patterns in turn initiations. Moreover, this type of ﬂoor-control dominance evolves
Table 7
Distribution of turn types by speaker A in her ﬁrst session (A&D) and the target session (A&B) in the OBJECT; BC_O is collapsed with BC_NO and X2_O with
X2_NO, 3 cases of ‘‘?’’ label were omitted.
Session Turn-type Total
BC I O PI S X2
A&D Count 10 8 34 7 56 20 135
% 7.4% 5.9% 25.2% 5.2% 41.5% 14.8% 100.0%
Adj. Res.  2.2 1.0 .7 .8 .5  .5
A&B Count 47 12 69 11 121 52 312
% 15.1% 3.8% 22.1% 3.5% 38.8% 16.7% 100.0%
Adj. Res. 2.2  1.0  .7  .8  .5 .5
Total Count 57 20 103 18 177 72 447
% 12.8% 4.5% 23.0% 4.0% 39.6% 16.1% 100.0%
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internally and dynamically within a conversation, assumes no external factors such as status or gender, and can be
meaningfully approached with the methods suggested in this paper.
Our study exhibits a number of limitations. In our corpus, we do not have access to measures of dominance independent
and external to the spoken interactions, such as personality tests, or different power status. Hence, our claims apply to the
systematicrelationship betweenprosody andpragmatics as theycan be observedby studyingspoken data. Additionally, our
qualitative analyses simplify over many subtle and interesting facets of multi-layered negotiating processes of conversation
in general and of turn latencies in particular.
22 Moreover, the study is limited to three conversations of two target speakers.
For these reasons, the current paper should be considered as providing testable hypotheses for further large-scale research
rather than as representative analysis of prosody–pragmatics relationship.
In conclusion, this study adds to the growing body of evidence about the role of lower-level embodied perception-
production mechanisms in co-creating higher-level social interactions (e.g. Knoblich and Sebanz, 2008) and approaches that
analyze the rhythm of speech as an affordance for entrainment among speakers (Cummins, 2009). Affordance was originally
developed by Gibson (1979) and later extended by Norman (1990) to include a ‘perceived possibility of action’.
23 For our
purposes, affordance relates the environment – the speech of the interlocutor(s) – to the abilities of the speaker to produce
speech as movement in time. The organization of turn-initiations is thus conceived not as the property of the acoustic signal,
norasalinguisticstructureresidinginthespeakerorhearerseparately.Itisratherconceivedasaperception-productionlink
that has a potential to facilitate interpersonal accommodation (in terms of convergence or divergence). Hence, we propose
that the rhythmical aspects of the interlocutor’s speech are one of the affordances to be perceived and to be acted upon by
temporally aligning turn initiations, especially in the case of turn-initial single word utterances. When temporal aspects of
turn-taking are seen as affordances for accommodation, we can study not only discourse features such as ‘overlap’, or ‘long
pause’, but also more ﬁne-grained metrical features and how they relate to pragmatic aspects of spoken interpersonal
interactions.
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